AK 025
FUEL STAINS
This product can be considered the definitive mixture to replicate spilled fuel. This is not a product to make oil and grease effect. This product has been specifically developed but not limited to replicating spilled fuel on classic, modern or any other vehicle. This is an enamel product that can be blended with the rest of our colors and it is diluted with our White Spirit.

HOW TO USE PRODUCT GUIDE

We apply the product directly from the jar on the fuel inlet and AK011 White spirit and a fine brush simulate spills. Pigments applied over the area to create some texture. Repeat the first step concentrating the undiluted product over the fuel mouth surroundings and emphasize the fuel spills.

Finally we apply some controlled splashes of AK025 Fuel stains. If we use the product a little diluted with White Spirit and without mixing with pigments we get a more subtle effect.